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The neocortex of mammals is composed of cortical fields that have a unique organization associated
with the animal’s ecological niche and lifestyle. Each cortical field has a specific pattern of connec-
tions with other cortical fields and brain structures, and together they comprise a neocortical network
that generates a variety of behaviors. These networks and the behaviors they generate are variable
across mammals, and are particularly complex in some species such as humans. Here I discuss
the mechanisms that contribute to neocortical organization in mammals, and how this organization
has been altered to generate the variability that exists in different lineages.
Introduction
The brain isnot a well-designed machine, but a magnificent

compromise. It has a long and demanding history, and it is

the product of a number of competing factors that con-

strain its future form and function. These factors include

the genes that construct a viable organism during develop-

ment, and the parameters of the physical world, both ani-

mate and inanimate, that it must translate, predict, and ul-

timately instruct the body to act upon. Of particular interest

to my laboratory, and the focus of this issue of Neuron,

is the neocortex. The neocortex is involved in a variety of

complex functions and is considered by many to be the de-

fining feature of mammalian brain evolution, and its expan-

sion, the pinnacle of human evolution. How is this structure

generated in evolution and how do alterations to the phe-

notype arise? To what extent are phenotypic characteris-

tics of the neocortex genetically based and thus evolution-

ary, and to what extent are they context dependent, and

thus persist only in relatively stable environments? While

my laboratory and others have generated several pro-

posals on how complex brains evolve and have begun to

address the questions posed above using a variety of dif-

ferent approaches, there are a number of obstacles that

make it difficult to study brain evolution directly.

For example, brains evolve over tens of thousands of

years, and neural tissue does not fossilize. Therefore, the

physical evidence of brain evolution comes from endo-

casts of skulls, which provide information only on overall

brain size, shape, and fissure pattern, but not on the func-

tional organization and connections of cortical fields in our

ancient ancestors. These problems can be circumvented

by comparing the brains of a variety of mammals to deter-

mine the features of neocortical organization that are sim-

ilar, due to inheritance from the common mammalian

ancestor (homology), and the features that are a speciali-

zation of a particular lineage and related to alterations

in lifestyle and ecological niche (Bullock, 1984). While the

comparative approach is a powerful method that has been

used to great advantage by a number of investigators,
results from this type of analysis can be difficult to inter-

pret. Specifically, any mammalian brain that we observe

is a frozen moment in the process of evolution; it has its

own evolutionary history and at some point has evolved

independently. Because we examine the brain at a fixed

point in time, this approach tells us little about how pheno-

typic transformations occur. This is where studies of cor-

tical development can inform comparative studies.

Phenotypic changes occur when some aspect of devel-

opment is modified either by intrinsic, genetically medi-

ated mechanisms, and/or by epigenetic events such as

changes in the physical environment that alter neural activ-

ity in the developing organism. Studies of cortical develop-

ment have demonstrated that each has a profound effect

on the ultimate cortical phenotype that emerges, and that

these mechanisms operate in concert to generate a partic-

ular type of neocortex (described below).

Finally, a particularly salient challenge associated with

studying neocortical evolution is the anthropocentric na-

ture of our quest. Currently, there is an enormous effort

to understand which genes and proteins are unique to hu-

mans, and which features of brain organization and be-

havior distinguish us from other mammals, particularly

our close relatives the chimpanzees. While it is inherently

interesting to understand the features of the brain and the

types of behavior that make us different, in reality, the sim-

ilarities in the brains of mammals, including humans, far

outweigh the differences (see Krubitzer, 1995). Thus, it is

equally fruitful to examine the similarities that exist in

mammalian brains, and then explore the derivations or

specializations of the human brain with an understanding

of the rules that underlie how brains are constructed in

development, the factors that contribute to phenotypic

variation and species specializations, and the constraints

under which the evolving nervous system operates.

How Are Brains Similar?
Comparative analysis from a variety of mammals that rep-

resent major branches of evolution has demonstrated that
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Figure 1. A Phylogenetic Tree Illustrating the Relationship between Major Groups of Mammals
Common cortical fields have been identified in all species examined. The genes involved in specifying these areas in development were likely inherited
from the common ancestor of all mammals. Modified from Krubitzer and Kahn, 2003.
there is a constellation of cortical fields that all mammals

posses. For example, all mammals possess primary sen-

sory areas (V1, S1, A1), second sensory areas (V2, S2, PV),

and multimodal cortical areas (MM) that reside between

primary areas (Kaas, 2006; Krubitzer and Hunt, 2006; Fig-

ure 1). While the presence of the motor cortex in marsu-

pials and monotremes is contentious (Haight and Neylon,

1979; see Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007 for review), placental

mammals also posses at least one separate cortical motor

area (M1). Finally, all mammals investigated share many

features of thalamocortical and corticocortical connec-

tions (Krubitzer and Hunt, 2006).
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It should be noted that even when a sensory system is

not used, cortical fields associated with that system still

persist. For example, in blind mole rats the eyes are greatly

reduced in size and are covered by specialized skin, and

the visual system in these animals is only used for circa-

dian functions (Tobler et al., 1998). Despite this, these

animals still posses a geniculo-cortical pathway and a V1,

although these visual structures are dramatically smaller

and have been co-opted by other sensory systems (Coo-

per et al., 1993; Doron and Wollberg, 1994). Experimen-

tally induced loss of both eyes very early in development

in primates (Rakic et al., 1991) and opossums (Kahn and
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Krubitzer, 2002) also results in characteristics of the neo-

cortex that are invariant, including the presence of a V1

and a geniculo-cortical system. However, as in naturally

blind animals, alterations in the size, organization, and

connections of V1 are observed (Rakic et al., 1991; Kahn

and Krubitzer, 2002; Karlen et al., 2006). Thus, in both

naturally and experimentally modified sensory systems,

aspects of cortical organization persist, even with the

loss or reduction of the sensory apparatus. The very pres-

ence of these cortical areas and their associated connec-

tions in the absence of use indicates that cortical evolution

is constrained by the interactions of genes that generate

cortical fields during development (see below).

What Are the System-Level Modifications That
Have Been Made to the Brain?
Although variability exists in the organization of the neo-

cortex, the types of system-level alterations that can be

made are limited. Specifically, alterations can occur in

the size of the cortical sheet, the amount of cortex devoted

to a particular sensory system (sensory domain), the rela-

Figure 2. A Schematic Representing the Types of Changes
That Have Been Made to the Neocortex in Mammals
These changes, although few in number, form the neural substrate for
a wide range of behaviors observed in mammals. It should be noted
that these features of organization that vary in different species are
often linked. For example, a disproportionate increase in the size of
the cortical sheet is most often accompanied by an increase in cortical
field number; and an increase in cortical field number is often accom-
panied by alterations in the connections of cortical fields. Similarly,
differences in cortical domain allocation often covary with changes
in the magnification of behaviorally relevant body parts. From Krubitzer
and Kaas, 2005; and Krubitzer and Hunt, 2006.
tive size of cortical fields, the functional organization within

cortical fields, the addition of modules to cortical fields, the

number of cortical fields, and the connections of cortical

fields (Figure 2).

These alterations can occur individually or in conjunc-

tion with each other. For example, the size of the cortical

sheet in some groups, such as primates, is relatively large

compared with the size of the body and the rest of the

brain. In a subset of species, this encephalization is ac-

companied by an increase in the number of cortical fields,

and by changes in the connectivity of cortical fields. The

combination of these changes results in a neocortex that

is more complexly organized.

Studies on the cell-cycle kinetics of neocortical progen-

itor cells in the ventricular zone indicate that there are a

number of possible ways in which cortical sheet size can

be increased. In general terms, the number of cells can

be increased by extending the length of time that cells un-

dergo symmetric divisions, the rate at which cell divisions

occur, or the amount of naturally occurring cell death (Kor-

nack and Rakic, 1998; Kornack, 2000; Kuida et al., 1998).

Several hypotheses have been proposed regarding the

types of alterations to the kinetics of cell division that are

possible and how these changes are genetically medi-

ated. For example, the intracellular protein beta-catenin

is expressed in neuroepithelial precursor cells during neu-

rogenesis (Chenn and Walsh, 2002). Overexpression of

beta-catenin in mice results in a dramatic increase in the

size of the cortical sheet, due to an increase in the propor-

tion of progenitor cells that re-enter the cell cycle and

continue mitotic division. Another candidate gene, Brain

Factor-1 (BF-1 or Foxg1), is expressed in telencephalic

progenitor cells (Tao and Lai, 1992) and regulates cell pro-

liferation and differentiation in the developing neocortex

(Hanashima et al., 2002). Alterations in this gene could also

lead to changes in the size of the cortical sheet. BF-1 is

regulated by FGF2, which also regulates cortical sheet

size by determining the number of cycles of division that

progenitor cells undergo during cortical neurogenesis.

Injections of FGF2 into the ventricle of embryonic rats re-

sults in a substantial increase in cortical volume (Vaccar-

ino et al., 1999), and FGF2 knockout mice have smaller

neocorticies (Raballo et al., 2000). Finally, recent studies

have shown that differences in the number of intermediate

progenitor cells in the subventricular zone during neuro-

genesis can account for differences in the size of the cor-

tical sheet (see Kriegstein et al., 2006 for review). Data to

support this come from comparative studies in rats, fer-

rets, and primates that demonstrate that the subventricu-

lar zone, which contains intermediate progenitor cells, is

significantly larger in species with a larger cortical sheet

(Kriegstein et al., 2006 for review). Taken together, these

studies indicate that the disproportionate size of the neo-

cortex in different lineages could be regulated in several

ways by utilization of different genes and proteins, and in-

deed different lineages may have evolved distinct mecha-

nisms for cortical sheet expansion. Nevertheless, all of

the potential mechanisms that have been proposed to
Neuron 56, October 25, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 203
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Figure 3. Examples of Cortical
Magnification in Platypuses, Raccoons,
and Humans
In the platypus, the bill representation oc-
cupies the majority of S1, while in the raccoon,
the hand representation in S1 is extremely
large, larger than the magnification of the hand
in humans. In humans, the lips, tongue and
other oral structures also assume a large por-
tion of S1, M1, and PM. If one considers
human specialization in light of specializations
observed in other mammals, then one could
propose that Broca’s area is a magnification
of the muscle, bone, soft tissue, and joint rep-
resentations in M1 and PM associated with
oral and throat specializations that have been
modified for speech. Of course, connections
of these specialized or magnified representa-
tions often change as well. In the human and
raccoon brain, A1 is buried in the lateral sulcus.
The fissure pattern in the human brain is highly
simplified. Platypus cortex is modified from
Krubitzer et al. (1995); platypus bill is modified
from Pettigrew (1999); raccoon is modified
from Welker and Seidenstein (1959) and Herron
(1978); human is modified from Penfield and
Boldrey (1937).
underlie cortical sheet expansion affect the kinetics and

timing of cell division of progenitor cells during neurogen-

esis.

While the genetic factors that contribute to increased

encephalization in mammals are becoming increasingly

clear, why an increase in the size of the cortical sheet re-

sults in an increase in the number of cortical fields in some

species, but not in others, is not well understood. Further,

although the question of how cortical scaling can occur

has recently been addressed computationally and exper-

imentally (see Changizi, 2006; Finlay and Brodsky, 2006;

Stevens, 2006; Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007), the issue

of how cortical fields are added in evolution is still purely

theoretical (e.g., Allman and Kaas, 1971; Ebbesson, 1980;

Krubitzer, 1995).

In addition to alterations to the size of the cortical sheet,

alterations in the amount of space devoted to a particular

sensory system and the relative size of a cortical field can

also occur (Figure 2), and in some species these changes

are accompanied by alterations in the functional organiza-

tion of the cortical field. For example, the duck-billed

platypus has a large S1 compared with both other primary

areas in its neocortex and the relative size of S1 in other
204 Neuron 56, October 25, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
mammals (Krubitzer et al., 1995; Figure 1 and Figure 3).

In addition, the internal organization of S1 has been

modified such that 90% of S1 is occupied by the repre-

sentation of the bill. This expansion, called cortical magni-

fication, is related to the density and arrangement of

mechanosensory receptors on the bill, the evolution of

new electrosensory receptors, and the specialized behav-

iors associated with the bill. In the platypus, other sensory

areas such as the rostral area, R, and S2/PV also exhibit

cortical magnification and together with S1 comprise

most of the cortical sheet. Thus, the cortex is dominated

by the somatosensory system, and cortical fields within

the somatosensory domain are dominated by representa-

tions of the bill. Other examples of cortical magnification

can be observed in a variety of species, including the ex-

pansion of auditory cortex associated with alterations in

the cochlea in echolocating bats (e.g., Suga et al., 1975;

Asanuma et al., 1983; Kujirai and Suga, 1983), and the

magnification of the hand representation in S1 associated

with changes in the structure of the hand and receptor dis-

tribution and density in the hand of primates and raccoons

(e.g., Nelson et al., 1980; Welker and Seidenstein, 1959).

In humans alterations in the larynx, tongue, lips, and other
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oral structures are accompanied by an expansion of the

oral representations in somatosensory cortex, motor cor-

tex, and premotor cortex. The location of motor (M1) and

premotor (PM) cortex coincides with the location of Bro-

ca’s area. Thus, Broca’s area can be considered as a cor-

tical magnification of behaviorally relevant body parts in

M1 and PM associated with speech production (Figure 3).

These system-level alterations to the cortical pheno-

type, while limited, are ubiquitous across mammals and

sensory and motor systems. How these organizational dif-

ferences occur has only recently been examined (see be-

low). However, it is clear that the same types of alterations

occur in all mammals, and that the derivations of the hu-

man brain follow a predictable pattern (Figure 3). Thus, if

one can appreciate the factors that contribute to aspects

of the phenotype, the rules by which brains are con-

structed, how alterations occur, and what constraints

are imposed on the nervous system, specific questions

regarding the evolution of speech and language areas in

motor and premotor cortex of the human brain, for in-

stance, can be more readily addressed.

Contributions to the Cortical Phenotype
The cortical phenotype is the product of both intrinsic, ge-

netically mediated mechanisms and epigenetic events. As

noted above, genes can regulate cortical sheet size, and

increases in size are often associated with changes in the

organization and number of cortical fields present on the

cortical sheet. Further, recent studies indicate that genes

can also directly contribute to the emergence of cortical

fields during development and ultimately to their organiza-

tion and function.

During the last decade numerous studies have shed

light on the molecular cascades involved in the patterning

of the forebrain. For example, very early in the developing

telencephalon, well before cortical fields have emerged,

early signaling centers secrete molecules such as Fgf8,

Wnt, Shh, and Bmp4, which direct the graded expression

of transcription factors, or regulatory genes, such as Emx2,

Pax 6, and Lhx2, which in turn regulate patterning in the

developing cortex (see Grove and Fukuchi-Shimogori,

2003; O’Leary and Nakagawa, 2002; O’Leary et al., 2007

[this issue of Neuron]; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005 for

review). Signaling centers are regionally organized, and

alterations in their pattern of expression result in large

alterations in cortical field size and location (e.g., Fuku-

chi-Shimogori and Grove, 2001; Garel et al., 2003). Tran-

scription factors, such as Emx2 and Pax6, regulate the re-

gion-specific expression of other genes that are believed

to encode cell adhesion molecules such as the cadherins

(e.g., Cad 6, Cad 8, and Cad 11), other transcription fac-

tors such as Tbr1, and axon guidance molecules such

as ephrinA-5. As with the signaling centers, disruption of

these transcription factors alters the size and relative loca-

tion of emerging cortical fields (e.g., Bishop et al., 2000;

Hamasaki et al., 2004; see O’Leary and Nakagawa, 2002

for review). Some transcription factors, such as COUP-

TFI, appear to balance the pattering of genes known to
be involved in the arealization of cortical fields by repres-

sing the identities of some cortical areas during develop-

ment (Armentano et al., 2007). For example, COUP-TFI

has a high caudolateral/low rostromedial graded expres-

sion, and its deletion results in a compression of S1, V1,

and A1 to the caudal portion of the neocortex and an

expansion of cortex rostral to S1. These results led

Armentano et al. (2007) to propose that in normal mice,

COUP-TFI represses ‘‘motor-like identities in cortical pro-

genitors’’ and thereby restricts the size of M1 in normal

animals.

Genes regulated by early transcription factors (e.g., Cad

6, Cad 8, Cad 11, Tbr1, and ephrinA-5) are regionally

expressed in the neocortex and localized to one or more

cortical fields. These genes are involved in the establish-

ment of the histological, functional, neuroanatomical,

and molecular identities of individual cortical fields during

development (Bulfone et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1997;

Mackarehtschian et al., 1999; Nakagawa et al., 1999; Van-

derhaeghen et al., 2000; Vanderhaeghen and Polleux,

2004; Hevner et al., 2001, 2002). Like Emx2 and Pax6, their

expression is intrinsically mediated, at least until birth, and

their expression persists even in the absence of thalamo-

cortical inputs (Nakagawa et al., 1999; Miyashita-Lin et al.,

1999). Disruption of these transcription factors alters the

size and relative location of emerging cortical fields (e.g.,

Bishop et al., 2000, 2003; Hamasaki et al., 2004; Armen-

tano et al., 2007). Thus, experimentally altering gene ex-

pression at different stages of development can modify the

neocortex in a way that is consistent with how the brain is

naturally modified in evolution (Figure 2).

Genes that regulate other portions of the brain and body

also influence cortical field organization. For example,

small alterations in the spatial extent of Hox genes that

regulate forelimb development in bats and mice generate

large modifications in the structure of the forelimb in these

two species (Chen et al., 2005; Cretekos et al., 2005). This

difference in forelimb morphology and use is reflected in

the allocation of different body part representations in S1

in each species. In bats, the forelimb (wing), with its touch

domes, occupies a relatively large amount of space com-

pared with the representation of the forelimb in the mouse

(Woolsey, 1967; Calford et al., 1985; Zook, 2006). As noted

previously, alterations in peripheral morphology and sen-

sory receptors that occur naturally (blind mole rats) or

are induced experimentally (bilaterally enucleated pri-

mates and opossums) result in dramatic changes in the

size, organization, and connections of cortical areas. Nat-

ural differences in limb and head morphology, as well as

sensory receptor type, distribution, and density, are at

least in part genetically mediated.

The data presented above on cortical and body devel-

opment indicate that genes contribute to the emergence

of the phenotype, and differences in their expression can

account for differences in cortical organization. However,

genes also constrain development, and in turn limit the

types of phenotypic modifications that occur in evolution.

Specifically, because a single gene can control a number
Neuron 56, October 25, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 205
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of activities in development (pleiotropy; Hall, 1994), the

number of viable changes that could be made to or ef-

fected by any particular gene is limited. Further, genetically

mediated events are most often dependent (contingent) on

one or more prior genetic events and in turn may instruct

some combination of downstream genetic events (as de-

scribed above). This makes it rather difficult to substan-

tially modify an organism by extreme genetic manipula-

tions, and suggests that small genetic alterations such as

changes in the timing and spatial distribution of genes via

base substitutions, recombination, and transposition can

generate large phenotypic modifications.

In addition to genetically mediated mechanisms, epige-

netic events also contribute considerably to the cortical

phenotype. (I use the term epigenetic to mean a character-

istic or feature resulting from external experiences.) At the

level of the individual, the use of a body part during devel-

opment affects the morphology of the body part itself

(which in turn may affect some aspect of cortical organiza-

tion). For example, alterations in mastication behavior in

development, brought about by changes in diet, have a di-

rect effect on craniofacial morphology (He, 2004), skull di-

mensions (Katsaros et al., 2002), mandibular morphology

(Bresin, 2001), and bone density (Davies et al., 2005).

Other epigenetic factors such as temperature, salinity,

humidity (see Johnston and Gottlieb, 1990 for review)

and even gravity (e.g., Singh et al., 2005) also contribute

to the development of body morphology. At a larger level

of organization, the pattern of sensory-driven activity that

occurs during development has an enormous impact on

the resulting cortical phenotype.

For example, alterations in the relative patterns of sen-

sory-driven activity between sensory systems that occur

with congenital blindness (bilateral enucleation) or deaf-

ness result in massive changes in sensory domain alloca-

tion, cortical field size, and cortical and subcortical con-

nectivity (e.g., Kahn and Krubitzer, 2002; Hunt et al.,

2006). Specifically, cortex that would normally be devoted

to the lost sensory system becomes activated by the re-

maining sensory systems, and the primary cortical area

of the lost system (e.g., V1 or A1) decreases in size. Finally,

primary areas that would normally receive unimodal sen-

sory inputs from the thalamus and other cortical fields re-

ceive both thalamic and cortical inputs from the remaining

sensory systems in both congenitally deaf and congeni-

tally blind animals.

In natural environments, sensory-driven activity in the

developing animal is dependent on the unique combina-

tion of stimuli present in different environments, and the

type, density, and distribution of sensory receptors pres-

ent in a particular species. For example, the activation of

different types of sensory receptors in semiaquatic, noc-

turnal animals such as the platypus would be different

than for a burrowing, terrestrial rodent, or for a diurnal, ar-

boreal primate. While sensory receptors from all species

transduce particular types of physical stimuli, such as

photons, displacement of skin and hairs, and movement

of molecules within a particular medium, such as air or
206 Neuron 56, October 25, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
water, the relative amounts and magnitude of the stimuli

are different in different environments. Further, the sen-

sory apparatus, which is under both genetic and epige-

netic control, is often specialized in different species (such

as the presence of electrosensory receptors on the bill of

the platypus). Thus, the epigenetic factors that influence

the development of the neocortex cannot be separated

from the genes that direct the construction of both neural

and nonneural tissue.

As with genes, the physical environment itself exerts

large constraints on the developing and evolving organ-

ism. The types of physical energy within the environment

are finite, clearly defined, and obey the laws of physics.

The invariant nature of these stimuli clearly constrains

how sensory receptors evolve to transduce these stimuli,

and in turn constrains the neocortical regions associated

with different sensory systems.

Conclusions
The cortical phenotype is constructed by genes that regu-

late aspects of the brain and body during development,

and by the distribution of physical energy and associated

sensory-driven activity generated in particular environ-

ments. These intrinsic, extrinsic, and epigenetic factors

work as an integrated network that operates under formi-

dable constraints present at each level of organization.

Thus, the brain of any extant animal is a compromise, it is

not perfectly designed in any aspect of organization, but

functions optimally as a whole.

Despite the constraints imposed by genes and the

physical environment, the cortical phenotype can be highly

variable, and flexibility can be generated in several ways.

First, genes intrinsic to the neocortex and genes that reg-

ulate peripheral morphology and receptor distribution can

vary in their spatial location and timing of expression dur-

ing development. Second, variability in use of the struc-

ture also allows for phenotypic flexibility. Finally, although

the laws of physics are invariant, the magnitude and

patterns of physical stimuli (e.g., photons and sound

waves) may be distributed differently in different en-

vironments (e.g., terrestrial, aquatic, burrowing, diurnal,

nocturnal), and thus generate unique patterns of sensory-

driven activity in the developing nervous system. The phe-

notypic differences in cortical organization that emerge as

a result of this flexibility generate a wide range of behav-

iors, which are the target of selection. Because the neo-

cortical phenotype that generates this diverse behavior

is determined through both genetic and epigenetic inter-

actions, only some aspects of the cortical phenotype

can be inherited and evolve, while other aspects of the

cortical phenotype may masquerade as a product of evo-

lution, but are actually context dependent and persist only

in particular environments.
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